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In honey bees (Apis mellifera), the development of a larva into
either a queen or worker depends on differential feeding with
royal jelly and involves epigenomic modiﬁcations by DNA methyltransferases. To understand the role of DNA methylation in this
process we sequenced the larval methylomes in both queens and
workers. We show that the number of differentially methylated
genes (DMGs) in larval head is signiﬁcantly increased relative to
adult brain (2,399 vs. 560) with more than 80% of DMGs up-methylated in worker larvae. Several highly conserved metabolic and
signaling pathways are enriched in methylated genes, underscoring the connection between dietary intake and metabolic ﬂux. This
includes genes related to juvenile hormone and insulin, two hormones shown previously to regulate caste determination. We also
tie methylation data to expressional proﬁling and describe a distinct role for one of the DMGs encoding anaplastic lymphoma kinase (ALK), an important regulator of metabolism. We show that
alk is not only differentially methylated and alternatively spliced in
Apis, but also seems to be regulated by a cis-acting, anti-sense non–
protein-coding transcript. The unusually complex regulation of ALK
in Apis suggests that this protein could represent a previously unknown node in a process that activates downstream signaling
according to a nutritional context. The correlation between methylation and alternative splicing of alk is consistent with the recently
described mechanism involving RNA polymerase II pausing. Our
study offers insights into diet-controlled development in Apis.
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s in other eusocial insects, the deﬁning feature of honey bee
(Apis mellifera) biology is reproductive division of labor
between female members of the colony (1). This remarkable
evolutionary invention involves postembryonic epigenetic reprogramming of global gene expression by dietary cues in growing
larvae to generate two distinct female “castes” from a single genome (2–5). Nurse bees use differential feeding with royal jelly to
determine the developmental trajectory of a newly hatched female
so that it develops into either a long-lived and highly reproductive
queen or a short-lived functionally sterile worker bee (6, 7).
Larval differentiation is an incremental process that proceeds
over a period of 6 d by using discrete switches that activate both
hormonal signaling and the expression of many genes belonging
to several distinct functional categories (4). Initially, the growing
larva retains a certain degree of plasticity, but it is widely believed that after 3 d of growth larval commitment to a given
trajectory is irreversible (6), suggesting that caste determination
in honey bee larvae is a multistep, threshold-based process. Although the capacity of the honey bee genome to respond to an
external stimulus by a developmental reaction is ultimately under
genetic control, the mechanism by which a growing larva makes
a choice between two alternative developmental pathways is not
well understood.
Recently some of us reported that the queen phenotype can
also be induced without the nutritional signals from royal jelly by
interfering with postembryonic de novo methylation of DNA in
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growing larvae (8). Silencing DNA methyl-transferase 3 in newly
hatched embryos results in the majority of the treated individuals
emerging from the pupal stage as queens, indicating that differential methylation is essential to epigenetic control of caste
determination. Our goal in the present study was to characterize
the dynamics of context-dependent methylation patterns during
caste determination in Apis by contrasting methylomes from
larval queen and worker head with previously published results
from adult queen and worker brain methylomes and relating
them to coordinated changes in metabolism and gene expression.
We report that 2,399 of 6,086 methylated genes show differential patterns of methylation (DMG) in queen and worker larvae,
compared with only 560 in adult brain. We characterize in detail
one of the DMGs coding for anaplastic lymphoma kinase (ALK)
and propose that this important regulator of metabolism is a key
player in linking the nutritional environment with downstream
signaling in Apis by modulating nutrient-independent activation
of the phosphatidylinositol 3-kinases (PI3K) cascade. Our results
tie genome-wide methylation signatures to gene expression and
hormonal regulation and suggest how dietary changes might affect
the modulation of metabolic ﬂuxes and signal transduction via
epigenetic machinery. In a broader context, our study highlights
the context-dependent role of DNA methylation in the dynamic
process of orchestrating the complex interplay between environment and genome to determine phenotypic outcomes.
Results
Characterization and Comparative Analyses of Larval Methylomes.

We used DNA extracted from 96 ± 1-h-old larval heads to map
at single-base resolution the genome-wide methylation patterns
in queens and workers. This developmental stage represents the
critical time point at which caste-speciﬁc differentiation is essentially irrevocable (6). The sequencing of bisulﬁte-converted
larval DNA yielded a dataset of 145,193,761 and 119,560,692 raw
reads (from 36 to 76 bp) for queens and workers, respectively,
with 90,114,079 and 81,417,785 of these reads mapped to unique
genomic regions. After ﬁltering, the median number of reads
covering each CpG was 26 and 25.
To determine whether larval methylomes are unique or similar
to previously characterized adult honey bee methylomes (9), we
compared our results with previously published adult brain
methylation patterns in both queens and workers (Table 1). We
found that the total number of methylated genes is virtually the
same: 6,086 methylated genes in larval head and 5,854 in adult
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Table 1. Comparison of adult brain and larval methylomes in queens and workers
% upmethylated DMGs
No. of methylated genes
Adult brain
5,854*

No. of mCs

No. of DMGs

Adult brain

Larvae head

Larvae head

Adult brain

Larvae head

Adult brain

Larvae head

Q

W

Q

W

6,086*

70,000

100,000

561

2,399

44

56

18

82

brain. The small difference in the number of methylated genes
might reﬂect the higher sequencing coverage of the larval methylome, allowing for more conﬁdence in making methylation calls.
We also found that the total number of methylated cytosines
(mCs) is higher in larval head than in adult brain (Table 1). This
difference is due to additional worker-speciﬁc sites: in larvae there
were 9,143 mCs unique to queen larvae, 25,560 mCs unique to
worker larvae, and 66,325 mCs found in both castes (Table 1). As
in the brain, mCs were located predominantly in exons.
The key difference between larval and adult methylomes was
the number of DMGs; we detected 2,399 in larvae (Table S1),
compared with only 561 in adult brain (Table 1). This striking
difference is consistent with the fundamental difference between
adult brain and larval tissues. Brain cells are postmitotic (nondividing), whereas development of larval tissues is associated
with high growth rate and protein turnover. Another possible
explanation is that queen and worker adult brains differ less in
functionality relative to queen and worker larvae.
The vast majority of larval DMGs (1,967 or 82%) were upmethylated in workers. We expected that queens would have
lower levels of methylation because silencing de novo DNA
methylation in larvae results in the queen phenotype. In accord
with Lyko et al. (9), all methylated genes showed higher levels of
evolutionary conservation than nonmethylated genes (Table
S1). Another characteristic feature of methylated genes was the
type of functions associated with conserved domains found in
their products. The most common were DNA-binding domains
such as helicases, zinc ﬁngers, RNA recognition motifs, and
certain protein-binding motifs, including the WD β-transducin
repeat implicated in coordinating multiprotein assemblies In
total, 31 evolutionarily conserved domains were over-represented in methylated genes (Table S2).
Critical Metabolic Networks in Apis Are Enriched in Methylated
Genes. Given the central role of nutritional cues in epigenetic

control of larval development, we hypothesized that key metabolic
pathways in Apis should be enriched in methylated genes. To test
this idea we mapped the Apis proteins to Kyoto Encyclopedia of
Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathways and reﬁned these annotations using orthology with Drosophila and human genes. The
combined mapping results were further reﬁned using National
Center for Biotechnology Information annotations. Using this
approach we found enrichment in methylated genes in a few
functionally connected groups of genes belonging to well-characterized pathways, namely the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle, the
ubiquitin–proteasome pathway, the inositol phosphate/TOR (target of rapamycin) pathway, the spliceosome, and the cell division
and cytoskeletal network (Table 2). The enrichment of these essential gene networks in methylated genes is consistent with previous ﬁndings that methylated genes in Apis are not only highly
conserved evolutionarily but also provide essential “housekeeping” functions required by virtually every type of cell (10, 11). In
addition, many genes encoding hormone receptors, and all genes
implicated in responses to juvenile hormone (JH), were found to
be methylated or differentially methylated (Table S1).
TCA cycle. The majority of Apis genes in the TCA network (75%)
were methylated (Table 2 and Table S3), and in most cases the
Foret et al.

nonmethylated genes were paralogs of a methylated gene that
provides a core activity in a given complex. Fig. S1 shows our
annotation of the TCA cycle in Apis and highlights all methylated and differentially methylated genes.
In the context of epigenetic regulation, the differential methylation of the gene coding for ATP citrate lyase (ATPCL) in larvae is
particularly interesting. This important enzyme, which converts
citrate released from mitochondria to cytosol to acetyl-CoA, has
recently been identiﬁed as a key protein linking cellular metabolism
to epigenetic regulation via histone acetylation. It has been shown
that ATPCL activity is required to link growth factor-induced
increases in nutrient metabolism to the regulation of histone
acetylation and gene expression (12). This ﬁnding adds more weight
to the notion that components of royal jelly with histone deacetylase inhibitory activities (13) might play a role in larval development
by controlling gene expression via chromatin modiﬁcations.
In Apis the TCA cycle has also been implicated in generating
different metabolic ﬂuxes related to insulin signaling in brains of
adult worker honey bees engaged in different activities [i.e.,
feeding brood (“nurses”) and foraging for nectar and pollen].
The TCA and insulin/TOR pathways share a common element,
phosphorenolpyruvate carboxykinase, which in many organisms
is encoded by two genes producing one mitochondrial and one
cytoplasmic enzyme. Apis has only the cytoplasmic insulin-regulated enzyme that is described as a major player in the gluconeogenic pathway (Fig. S1). Pathway analyses of microarray data
revealed that nurses and foragers differ in adult brain energy
metabolism gene expression and insulin signaling (14).
Inositol phosphate/TOR pathway. Our analyses revealed that the
entire TOR/PI3K/insulin gene network was highly enriched in
methylated genes (Fig. 1 and Table S3). The genes found to be
differentially methylated, such as mTOR, GβL, raptor, or TSC2,
represent the central nodes of this network and are known to be
critical components of these highly interconnected pathways
(Fig. 1). The TOR/PI3 pathway represents the main network of
multigenic interactions linking nutrient sensing with the regulation of cell growth and metabolism. Insect fat body cells have the
capacity to sense nutrients and activate the TOR/PI3K network,
leading in turn to the activation of a systemic growth signal. The
signaling through this pathway is linked to other metabolic and/
or regulatory gene networks, including the TCA cycle. For example, the important TCA cycle enzyme ATPCL (differentially
Table 2. Central metabolic pathways in Apis are enriched in
methylated genes
Pathway
TCA and related
reactions
TOR/PI3/insulin
Ubiquitin–
proteasome

Estimated no. of
genes

No. of methylated
genes

No. of
DMGs

43

32 (75)

13 (30)

87
108

66 (76)
96 (89)

38 (44)
46 (43)

Values in parentheses are percentages. More details in SI Materials and
Methods.
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Q, queen; W, worker.
*A small number of Apis genes seem to be methylated only in one tissue (420 in brain and 510 in larvae). However, it was not possible to
determine whether these are genuine cases of genes methylated in a tissue-speciﬁc manner or artifacts caused by uneven coverage and/
or ﬁltration issues.
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Fig. 1. Annotation of the insulin/TOR network in Apis showing methylated and differentially methylated genes. In those cases in which more than one
paralog has been found only one is referred to by the consensus protein name, with the others designated by the GB numbers from the ofﬁcial honey bee
gene list (www.beebase.org). The nutrient-independent activation of the PI3K pathway by ALK is highlighted in pink. Gene annotation is shown in Table S3.

methylated in Apis) that links cellular metabolism to epigenetic
regulation via histone acetylation is up-regulated by insulin in
mammalian liver (15). Several differentially expressed and differentially methylated genes belonging to the TOR/PI3/insulin
signaling cascade have been reported in previous studies in the
context of queen development (4, 8, 16). TOR (up-regulated in 72to 96-h-old queen larvae) is also a negative regulator of autophagic
cell death and therefore plays an integral role in an apoptotic
process of tissue disintegration by which the number of ovarioles
in workers is reduced to only a few relative to nearly 200 in queen
ovaries (4). One particularly interesting ﬁnding revealed by our
examination of this pathway is the methylation status of ALK and
its putative ligand Jellybelly (JEB). Our analyses of ALK and their
implications for phenotypic plasticity are presented below.
Ubiquitin–proteasome pathway. As shown in Fig. S2 and Table 2, 96
of 108 genes (89%) belonging to the highly conserved ubiquitin–
proteasome pathway were methylated. A high enrichment of
both methylated genes and DMGs was found at each step E1–E3
of this pathway and in all multienzyme complexes/classes (Table
S3). DMGs are found predominantly in larvae, but some are also
differentially methylated in the adult brain (ARF-BP1 and Apc4;
Fig. S2). The ubiquitin–proteasome pathway is the key mechanism for proteolysis that has been implicated in protein folding,
cell cycle progression, and apoptosis (17). This complex and
tightly controlled pathway has the capacity to precisely regulate
the timing of protein degradation during the cell cycle or after
exposure to speciﬁc external stimuli and is implicated in epigenetic regulation (18), including histone methylation (19).
Spliceosome, splicing factors, and DNA methylation. Recently we
reported that methylated CpGs in Apis show a strong tendency to
4970 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1202392109

be localized in the vicinity of splicing sites and in the genomic
regions encoding alternatively spliced cassette exons (9, 11).
Here we show that in Apis the spliceosomal complex and splicing
factors are also enriched in methylated genes (Table S4). The
connection between DNA methylation and alternative splicing is
further strengthened here by additional analyses of the larval
methylation proﬁles showing that alternative splicing is more
common in methylated spliced genes than in nonmethylated
spliced genes. We found that methylated and spliced genes were
signiﬁcantly enriched in alternatively spliced genes (1,119 of
3,313) compared with nonmethylated spliced genes (679 of
2,860; Fisher exact test: P = 4.4E-18).
The correlation of differentially methylated regions with the
level of alternatively spliced exons in Apis suggests that methyl tags
could play a role in selecting which exons are included in mature
transcripts. Splicing occurs cotranscriptionally and involves an
interplay of protein complexes with the kinetics of RNA polymerase II elongation and RNA topology. Evidence in model
organisms shows how the rate of RNA synthesis affects its secondary structure, which in turn affects splicing (19–21). Drugs that
inhibit elongation favor inclusion of exons that would not be used
efﬁciently at higher synthesis rates. Similar results were obtained
using inhibitors of histone deacetylation that increase elongation
rate by making chromatin more open (19). At this point we do not
have a clear understanding of the involvement of DNA methylation in RNA processing in Apis. One possibility is that mCs interfere with the rate of RNA synthesis by affecting DNA-binding
proteins mediating RNA polymerase II pausing and leading to
alterations in the topology of nascent RNA molecules, which in
turn could affect the commitment of spliceosomes to a given
Foret et al.

catalytic event. As in other species, various components of the
epigenetic control systems in Apis must be interconnected to
operate in a combinatorial fashion. Together these results add
more weight to the notion that methylation is a critical component
of the gene splicing machinery.
Differentially Methylated and Differentially Expressed Genes in Queen
and Worker Larvae. Previous efforts to understand how differential

feeding of honey bee larvae regulates caste determination focused on gene expression and hormonal regulation (2–4, 22). It
has been shown that young larvae destined to become queens
predominantly up-regulate physio-metabolic genes, whereas
worker larvae up-regulate more developmental genes, including
those involved in the development of organs that are unique to
workers (e.g., pollen collecting baskets). These differences underpin two kinds of major alterations in the original developmental plan during female caste differentiation. One type
affects general growth and speciﬁc organs (ovaries) and is best
described as “incremental alterations.” The other type, referred
to as “character state alterations,” is manifested by the lack or
presence of entire organs such as wax glands, or leg baskets in
one caste. We compared a battery of several hundred genes
differentially expressed during larval growth stages L3–L5 (48–
96 h after hatching) (4) with our list of methylated genes. We
found that all genes reported to be differentially expressed in
queen and worker larvae at stages L3, L4, and L5 of larval
growth were methylated, and many were differentially methylated. Several examples of differentially expressed genes that also
were differentially methylated in queen and worker larvae are
shown in Table S4. In agreement with this study, these genes

belong to central metabolic and regulatory pathways. In contrast,
genes expressed in a tissue- or life stage-speciﬁc pattern, such as
olfactory receptors, odorant binding proteins, or cuticular proteins, were generally not methylated (Table S5).
The queen-inducing properties of JH (23) have implicated this
important messenger molecule in cell signaling underlying larval
developmental plasticity. Barchuk et al. (4) have identiﬁed more
than 52 genes whose expression is strongly affected by treating
worker larvae with JH. We found that not only were all JH-responsive genes methylated, but several were also differentially
methylated (Table S6). However, it is not possible from these
results to infer whether the increase in JH circulating titers that
occurs during L3 in queen-destined larvae triggers differential
methylation, or vice versa. This is an important topic for future study.
ALK Is an Organizer of Context-Dependent Metabolism in Apis. We
used our list of DMGs to ﬁnd the conserved Apis genes previously identiﬁed in other species as organizers of metabolism
and cellular signaling in a context-dependent manner. To this
end, we found that one of the DMGs codes for ALK, an important protein with a critical capacity to enable growth in
a nutrient-independent fashion by directly activating PI3K and
bypassing InR (insulin receptor) and TOR.
In Apis, alk (Amalk) is a relatively large gene (21 kb) spanning
27 exons transcribed and alternatively spliced into numerous
isoforms (Fig. 2). The gene is differentially methylated, with the
majority of methylated CpGs localized in the intron between
exons 25 and 26 and one methylated CpG in exon 9.
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Fig. 2. Simpliﬁed gene model of Amalk and its pattern of methylation in different phenotypes. (A) alk gene model and the positions of methylated CpGs. (B)
CpG percentage methylation levels in alk intron 26 (highlighted in blue) in the adult brain and larval heads of both queens and workers.
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Although intronic methylation in Apis is rare, the position of
this region is consistent with the idea that DNA methylation is
involved in controlling alternative splicing of the upstream cassette exon 25. According to a recently described mechanism,
DNA methylation inhibits a conserved DNA-binding protein,
CTCF, that promotes inclusion of weak/conditional upstream
exons by mediating RNA polymerase II pausing (24). Our data
provide some support for this model. The intronic region is
differentially methylated not only between queens and workers
but also within the same caste between tissues with different
metabolic ﬂuxes, such as adult brain and larval head (Fig. 2B).
We also found that low methylation correlated with exon 25
inclusion at high frequency. In the adult brain, where the intronic
region shows much lower methylation relative to larvae (Fig. 2B),
the majority of the available ALK ESTs (81%) contained exon 25
(SI Materials and Methods). Thus, differential methylation of this
intronic sequence seems to affect the dynamics of exon 25 inclusion and generates proteins with different amino-terminals in
the intracellular domain that could interact with distinct partners.
Furthermore, the existence of multiple transcript variants produced by this gene (Figs. 2A and 3A) suggests that Amalk is
expressed in a highly contextual combinatorial manner. We illustrate this complexity in Fig. 3B by showing the alternative use of
exon 25 in adult brain relative to larval head. In both queens and
workers alk-A (no exon 25) was up-regulated in the brain, whereas
alk-B containing exon 25 was slightly down-regulated.
Another noteworthy feature of Amalk is the presence of an
antisense transcript that fully overlaps with the 6.4 kb of its 3′ region. Anti-Amalk is an example of a cis-acting natural antisense
transcript that is polyadenyaled and alternatively spliced but does
not code for a protein (Figs. 2A and 3A). Our analyses suggest that
it might have a complex role in controlling the expression of
Amalk, especially in a tissue-speciﬁc manner. For example, two
alternatively spliced variants, anti-alk-A and anti-alk-B, are both
down-regulated in adult brain relative to larval head, with the
lowest expression found in worker brains (Fig. 3C).
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Fig. 3. Relative expression of alk and anti-alk in selected tissues. (A) Section
of the alk gene model showing the transcript variants produced by alternative splicing of alk and anti-alk and the positions of PCR primers used for
variant-speciﬁc ampliﬁcations. (B) Expression of alternative transcripts alk-A,
alk-B, and anti-alk-A, anti-alk-B in adult brain relative to larval head.
Quantitative data for alk-C representing total expression of the alk gene
were used for normalization. alk-A represents the short transcript with no
exon 25, whereas alk-B contains exon 25. anti-alk-B contains an alternatively
spliced exon 3 of anti-alk, which is missing in anti-alk-A. Blue bars, workers;
red bars, queens. (C) Expression of the same transcripts in the adult queen
brain relative to ovary. The reference gene was ugt. (experimental details in
SI Materials and Methods). Two biological replicates were used in each experiment. Error bars represent SD.
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Although these results are correlative, the remarkably complex regulation of ALK in Apis suggests that this gene has been
recruited to link different nutritional environments with the
cellular responses. In mammals and Drosophila ALK protects
neural progenitor growth against reductions in amino acids and
insulin-like peptides during nutrient restriction via two mechanisms (25). First, ALK suppresses the growth requirement for
amino acid sensing via Slimfast/Rheb/TOR complex 1 and second, ALK, rather than insulin-like receptor, primarily activates
the PI3–kinase pathway. We also found that in Apis the expression of ALK is higher in the adult brain relative to some
other tissues, such as ovaries (Fig. 3B). Taken together, our data
suggest that in Apis ALK might modulate PI3–kinase signaling
according to nutritional input in both adult and larval honey
bees. The high adaptability of this critical regulatory node is
provided by ﬂexible methylation marks, including methylated
ALK and its ligand JEB (Fig. 1), allowing for rapid rewiring of
the whole network, depending on the tissue type and on inputs
from other signaling pathways.
Discussion
Caste determination in honey bees always has been a classic
example of nutritionally mediated phenotypic plasticity, and our
ﬁndings contribute to understanding this phenomenon in epigenetic terms. In a growing larva dynamic methylation marking
across the genome is a means through which conﬁrmation of
environmental experience, including nutritional status, is received and recorded by the genetic hardware, resulting in differential gene expression. Thus, by connecting environmental
exposure with gene networks, the dynamic epigenome enables
plasticity of phenotype in a ﬁxed genotype (26–28). The developmental trajectory of a female bee embryo is determined by
environmental signals that enable durable alterations in gene
expression potential of a single genetic makeup. It is a continuing
process driven by metabolic ﬂux and incremental discrete
switches involving hundreds of genes whose combined and continuous effects contribute to this process. The presence of
compounds with histone deacetylase inhibitor activities in royal
jelly (13) suggests that the queen/worker developmental dichotomy is driven by a combinatorial action of DNA methylation, histone modiﬁcation, and possibly other elements that
respond to changes in the in vivo microenvironment brought
about by ﬂuctuations of metabolite levels. Some of the small
metabolites, such as methyl or acetyl groups, may play a direct
role in connecting metabolism with signal transduction by posttranslational modiﬁcation of speciﬁc residues (12, 29).
The epigenome is a multifactorial and highly dynamic molecular system including cytosine methylation, histone modiﬁcations,
various noncoding RNAs, and chromatin complexes, whose role is
to ensure that gene expression is not only faithful to a speciﬁc
developmental program but also ﬂexible to ensure adaptable
responses to environmental inﬂuences (5, 11, 30). Such environmentally induced gene expression patterns are also durable and
can inﬂuence adult phenotype. An emerging view in this ﬁeld is
that epigenetic control systems act as facilitators rather than
enforcers of cellular and/or organismal determination (28). One
possibility is that some of the alternatively spliced transcript variants that correlate with variable methylation levels in queens and
workers are examples of transcriptional events that are mechanistically less probable and can only occur in a speciﬁc environmental context (28). These intermittent transcripts could play
an important role in resetting critical network nodes as part of
a “decision-making” process by which the nutrient status of an
organism is evaluated to generate a balanced cellular response.
The intricate interactions between genotypic and environmental inﬂuences on phenotypic plasticity in honey bees illustrate the limits to predictions of phenotypes from knowledge of
genotypes and raise a question as to how generalizable are the
speciﬁc results presented in this article. Social insects provide
excellent material for comparative analysis because reproductive
division of labor between workers and queens has arisen indeForet et al.

Materials and Methods
Detailed protocols are provided in SI Materials and Methods.
Bisulﬁte Sequencing (BS-Seq) of Larval DNAs. Genomic DNAs extracted from
honey bee larvae (details in SI Materials and Methods) were used to generate
BS-Seq libraries using a previously published protocol (31). Data processing,
mapping, and methylation assessments are described in ref. 32. Postmapping
steps were carried out using the tools included in libngs (http://github.com/
sylvainforet/libngs). We assessed the methylation status of each CpG dinucleotide and differential methylation between queen and worker larvae
with our previously published methods (9, 32). P values were corrected for
multiple testing using the Benjamini and Hochberg method (33). These tests
were carried out using the R statistical environment (http://www.r-project.org).
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pendently in evolution at least 12 times (1). Such studies will
greatly accelerate progress in understanding the roles of DNA
methylation in organisms with different levels of complexity by
allowing scientists to determine how epigenetic networks have
evolved in insects and what consequences they have had for
morphological and behavioral change.

